GCSU VICE-PRESIDENT EXTERNAL
IAN D. CHANDI ANUNDA

1. What is your program and year of studies at Grenfell Campus?

3RD Year – Bachelor of Science. Computational Mathematics.

2. What skills, experience, and interests would you bring to the role of GCSU Vice-president External?

- Leadership experience
  - GCSU Council Chairman
  - Student Rep- MUN Board of Reagents.

- I care about student life

- Excellent communication skills.
  - I am able to convey my options effectively and efficiently.

3. Why do you wish to run for GCSU executive office?

- I would like to be able to make a positive impact in student life and more importantly for the international students.

- Find solution to student problems

4. What changes or improvements would recommend for the GCSU?

- That more students participate and are made aware of the services the GCSU has to offer

5. What changes or improvements would recommend for Grenfell Campus?

- More representation in staff and student leaders.